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Abstract

Abstraction is one of the cornerstones of software develop-
ment and is recognized as a fundamental and essential prin-
ciple to be taught as early as CS1/CS2. Abstraction
supposedly can enhance students’ ability to reason and
think. Yet we often hear complaints about the inability of
CS undergraduates to do that. Do we supply students with
the tools they need to reach their potential to think carefully
and to reason rigorously about software behavior? Typically
we do not, but as educators there are techniques we can use
to help our students develop such skills starting in CS1/CS2.

1 Introduction

Abstraction and information hiding have long been recog-
nized as fundamental and essential principles in software
development, and are usually given positions of prominence
in computer science curricula as early as CS1/CS2 [1, 3, 6].
Information hiding and abstraction can be thought of as
complementary aspects of one general idea: hide the details
of a complex system while providing a simpler “cover
story” to explain those aspects of the system that are of
interest. In this context then, we view abstraction as present-
ing a cover story for hidden detail.

Why are these ideas so important? As Don Norman [5]
points out: “A good representation captures the essential
elements of the event, deliberately leaving out the rest. ...
The critical trick is to get the abstractions right, to represent
the important aspects and not the unimportant. This allows
everyone to concentrate upon the essentials without distrac-
tion from irrelevancies. Herein lie both the power and the
weakness of representations: Get the relevant aspects right,
and the representation provides substantive power to
enhance people’s ability to reason and think; get them
wrong, and the representation is misleading, causing people
to ignore critical aspects of the event or perhaps form mis-
guided conclusions.”

According to Norman, when done properly, abstraction
introduces the possibility for completely new ways of think-
ing about the system being abstracted. The new representa-
tion enhances our ability to think about the external
behavior of the original system through the use of terms that
are fundamentally different from those in which its internal
details would be explained. It is critical to note that the ben-
eficiaries of both information hiding and abstraction are
human beings; computers do not care at all about either.

It is the central claim of this paper that, despite broad agree-
ment about their fundamental importance, both information
hiding and abstraction are severely shortchanged by current
CS1/CS2 pedagogy. More specifically, we claim that stan-
dard pedagogical practices tend to compromise the human
dimension of information hiding and fall well short of help-
ing student learners to realize an increased ability to reason
and think carefully and rigorously as a benefit of using
abstraction.

Our claim is perhaps surprising and certainly requires justi-
fication. After all, when we teach objects using, for exam-
ple, abstract classes in C++ or interfaces in Java together
with concrete classes, are we not teaching information hid-
ing and abstraction? Clearly these programming-language
mechanisms provide information hiding in a technical sense
— access to concrete-class internals is restricted by the
compiler. But what about the human dimension of informa-
tion hiding? If our presentations of concrete classes to stu-
dents immediately follow our presentations of abstract
classes, inevitably information hiding will be compromised
in the minds of the students, though not technically compro-
mised in programs. Further, the programming-language
mechanisms we teach do very little to encourage the cre-
ation of appropriate cover stories. Operation prototypes
alone do little to increase students’ ability to reason and
think about the behavior of operations being prototyped,
even when combined with specification-by-wishful-naming.
Of course, by standard practice we often include natural-
language descriptions of the operations in addition to the
prototypes. However, it is our contention that such descrip-
tions still do not help students reach their potential to reason
and think carefully and rigorously about the behavior of
operations.

In the remainder of this paper, we present two examples in
support of our claims. The first example is a traditional con-
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tainer component that is typically presented in CS2. The
second example is a simple component that might be pre-
sented quite early in CS1.

2 Traditional Presentation of Lists

For our first example, we consider a typical cover story for a
list abstraction. Usually the data type is described first; that
is, we start with a description of the values that list objects
might assume. For example, we might say “a list is a linear
sequence of items with a current position indicator”. This is
followed by the operation prototypes and descriptions of
their behavior. Let’s assume there are operations to insert
and remove items from a list and to change the position
indicator. Then the description of an insert operation might
be “Insert (l, x) inserts itemx in list l at the current posi-
tion”. (At times, requires and ensures clauses might be used
to describe the effect of the Insert operation. Even so, the
degree of formality is essentially what we have just stated.)
Other operations would be described similarly.

The cover story above might be followed by an example use
for lists. Whether an example is present or not, it is custom-
ary for CS2 books to present one or more implementations
of lists in close textual proximity to the cover story. A fre-
quently used implementation involves a singly-linked list of
nodes and pointers. Here is a possible representation of a
list containing the integers 3, 1, 6, and 4, in that order, and
with current position indicator on 6:

To begin to understand the pedagogical shortcomings of this
presentation of lists, suppose that immediately following the
presentation, we asked students to complete the following
tracing table.

In the table, a list of integers,loi, and an integer,i, are
declared, the value ofi is set to 5, and the list operation
Insert is invoked to insert the integeri into the listloi. If stu-
dents were asked to fill in the values of the objects in box A

Statement Object Values

object  loi: List_Of_Integer
object  i: Integer
i := 5

loi = ???
i = 5

Insert (loi, i)

loi = ???
i = ???

3

null

start
cur_pos

data

next

1 6 4

after the declaration ofloi and before the invocation of the
Insert operation, and in box B after the call, what values
would we expect our students to record?

It should not be surprising if some students drew pictures of
a singly-linked list representation ofloi in both boxes.
Why? Immediate presentation of one or more implementa-
tions of lists has compromised information hiding in stu-
dents’ minds and thus any abstraction has been lost [4].
Other students might attempt to record values forloi based
on the description “linear sequence of items with a current
position indicator”. Even in this case, it is not clear exactly
what students might write down. Why? Unless notation has
been established for recording values of “linear sequences
with a current position indicator”, we should not be sur-
prised to see a considerable variety in how students record
values in the two boxes, even among students who are
attempting to think in terms of the cover story.

At this point, it is tempting to dismiss concerns about how
students might fill in the tracing table. Are uniformity and
rigor in such tasks really that important? After all, students
somehow “get” lists, even if each in his/her own way. How-
ever, suppose we asked students to trace through a much
more substantial example. Would their informal intuitions
and individualized notations serve them sufficiently well to
achieve clear individual understanding? Would differences
between individuals facilitate or impede clear communica-
tion between them? Does this presentation of lists employ
abstraction in such a way as to provide “substantive power
to enhance people’s ability to reason and think”? We are
convinced it does not.

3 Improved Presentation of Lists

In order to realize the full potential of abstraction, we need
explicit models of type values and of operation descriptions.
One way to accomplish this is to use the time-tested and
time-proven idea of mathematical modeling. Specifically,
we can use mathematical types to describe (i.e., to model)
program types. This powerful idea supports exact descrip-
tions of the values of complex objects (beyond built-in
types) and of the behaviors of operations on those objects.
In CS1/CS2, almost all of the mathematical types we need
to use in this approach are familiar to students, such as sets,
functions, tuples, integers, etc.

We should be careful to introduce students to specific nota-
tion to be used with these models. The models then provide
an excellent mechanism for creating cover stories. In a pre-
cise notation, all relevant information can be described
while leaving out unimportant details, which can create con-
fusion and can cause errors and misguided conclusions.

Here is the abstract description of a List component in a dia-
lect of the RESOLVE language [7, 8]. The abstraction
employs mathematical modeling. Note that this is a generic
component (i.e., a template) parameterized by the type of
the items that can be inserted in a list (type Item).

B

A
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The mathematical model of the type List is (left:string of
Item, right:string of Item). This says that the value of a List
object is an ordered pair ofstring of Item.string is a math-
ematical type describing finite ordered sequences of items.
To denote strings, we use angle-bracket notation. For exam-
ple, the notation <10, 20, 30> denotes the string containing
the three integers 10, 20, and 30, in that order. The left and
right strings in the model for List represent the items before
and the items after the insertion/removal point of a List,
respectively. The initial value of an object of type List is
(< >, < >), that is, an ordered pair of empty strings.

The operations provided allow the client to insert and
remove items from the List (specifically at the left end of
the right string), to advance through the list one position at a
time, to move directly to the front or to the end of the list,
and to obtain the length of the left or the right string. The
pre- and post-conditions for the operations appear in
requires and ensures clauses, respectively, and are state-
ments from mathematical string theory. For example, the
post-condition of Insert iss.left= #s.left and s.right=
<#x> * #s.right. In this equation,#s denotes the incoming
value of parameters, and#s.leftand#s.rightdenote the left

concept  List_Template ( type  Item)

type  List is modeled by
         (left: string of  Item,
          right: string of  Item)

exemplar  s
initialization ensures

         |s.left| = 0 and  |s.right| = 0

operation  Insert ( updates  s: List,
clears  x: Item)

ensures   s.left = #s.left and
               s.right = <#x> * #s.right

operation  Remove ( updates  s: List,
replaces  x: Item)

requires  |s.right| > 0
ensures   s.left = #s.left and

               #s.right = <x> * s.right

operation  Advance ( updates  s: List)
requires  |s.right| > 0
ensures   |s.left| = |#s.left| + 1 and

               s.left * s.right =
                             #s.left * #s.right

operation  Reset ( updates  s: List)
ensures   |s.left| = 0 and

               s.right = #s.left * #s.right

operation  Advance_To_End ( updates  s: List)
ensures   |s.right| = 0 and

               s.left = #s.left * #s.right

operation  Left_Length ( restores  s: List)
returns  length: Integer

ensures   length = |s.left|

operation  Right_Length ( restores  s: List)
returns  length: Integer

ensures   length = |s.right|

end  List_Template

and right strings of the mathematical value of#s, respec-
tively. Similarly, s denotes the outgoing value of parameter
s. The * operator denotes the concatenation of strings, and
the < > operator is a string constructor from items of type
Item to strings of length one. So,#x, a value of type Item, is
the incoming value of parameterx, while <#x> is the string
of length one whose single entry is#x. As a specific exam-
ple, if #s= (<3, 1, 6>, <4>), and#x= 5, then after the Insert
operation,s = (<3, 1, 6>, <5, 4>). (The operation header for
Insert specifies that parameterx will be cleared. This means
that the outgoing value ofx will be an initial value for its
type.) Specifications of the other operations are similar.

A mathematical model for the program type List gives us a
precise way of describing values of List objects and allows
us to write precise specifications for the operation behav-
iors, independently of any implementation details. The real
power of abstraction can then be exploited to its full poten-
tial. The mathematical model and the operation specifica-
tions allow students to form an appropriate mental model of
a List: what a List looks like and how the value of a List can
be written down, and how each List operation manipulates
its parameters. Armed with these tools, students can now
easily trace through and understand statements involving
List objects. For example, here is the earlier tracing table
completed in terms of the mathematical model for List.

Note that because the specification for Insert states that the
second argument is cleared, the value ofi, after the execu-
tion of Insert, is the initial value for an object of type Inte-
ger, which is 0.

We have used a simple example to illustrate how we can
help students experience the added power of abstraction
resulting from mathematical modeling and formal specifica-
tions. Our students use such tracing tables routinely to trace
through much more complex code. An extended example
appears in [8].

The list example may be suspect because it presents a tradi-
tional abstract data type for which abstract specifications are
known. However, this does not alter the fact that most text-
books do not include precise models of lists. Our presenta-
tion of an exact model demonstrates that, as instructors, we
can capture the power of abstraction for students in a very
understandable way, at least for those software components
traditionally taught as abstract data types.

Statement Object Values

object  loi: List_Of_Integer
object  i: Integer
i := 5

loi = (< >, < >)
i = 5

Insert (loi, i)

loi = (< >, < 5 >)
i = 0
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4 A Flying_Robot Component

Our next example is intended to show that we can use math-
ematical modeling from the beginning to enhance students’
ability to reason and think; that is, we do not need to wait
until the chapter on abstract data types. We consider a fun
component that might be presented quite early in CS1.

Flying_Robot is a component designed to simulate a gadget
that can get off the ground, fly around while in the air, and
then land safely (e.g., by using a jet pack). It has operations
to ascend to a fixed height (Ascend), to return to the ground
(Descend), and to apply some acceleration in a given direc-
tion (Accelerate). Here is a typical informal description of
the component.

Suppose we gave students this description of Flying_Robot
and asked them to complete the following tracing table.

As with the List example, it is not at all clear what students
might record in the table. In fact, things might even be less
certain in this case as compared with lists. Also, just as
before, as instructors we might tend to dismiss the impor-
tance of students being able to complete such a table.

However, suppose that we tell students that the
Flying_Robotr in the above table is flying over the surface
of Mars and that there is a mountain range located at a spe-

Statement Object Values

object  r: Flying_Robot

r = ???

Ascend (r)

r = ???

Accelerate (r, 5.0, 10.0, 1.0)

r = ???

component to simulate a flying robot

    A Flying_Robot can either be on the ground
    or in the air at a fixed height. When in
    the air, it can move in any direction on a
    horizontal plane.

operations

    Ascend (r)

        lifts the robot r from the ground
        to a fixed height in the air -
        the robot must be on the ground

    Descend (r)

        returns the robot r to the ground -
        the robot must be in the air and its
        speed must be less than 1

    Accelerate (r, ax, ay, dt)

        robot r accelerates by ax units in
        the x direction and by ay units in
        the y direction for dt time units -
        the robot must be in the air

cific location. Further, we ask students to determine if, after
execution of the two operations in the table, the
Flying_Robot will crash into the mountains. With the above
presentation of Flying_Robot, have we, as instructors, pro-
vided students with a cover story that can be used to answer
the question? Again, we have not.

Here is a precise description of the component, including a
mathematical model and formal specifications for a few
operations (the others have been omitted for brevity).

The mathematical model of a Flying_Robot has been cho-
sen as a 5-tuple that explicitly captures the information
necessary to describe the state of a Flying_Robot: Is it in the
air or not? What are its x and y coordinates? What is its
velocity in the x and y directions? Given this model, it is
possible to write down precise specifications for what
Ascend, Accelerate, or any other operation does. This
allows us to reason carefully and rigorously about the
behavior of the Flying_Robot, which makes it easy to fill
out the tracing table (see next page).

After comparing these two presentations of Flying_Robot,
it might be thought that we “stacked” the example with a
deliberately inadequate first presentation. In fact, we did
not, at least not intentionally. We suspect that many text-
book examples would be quite similar to our first presenta-
tion. We also suspect that any effort to make the first
presentation more exact would ultimately lead to a mathe-
matical model, or else how could we manage to say how the
position or velocity of the robot are changed by the opera-

concept  Flying_Robot_Template

type  Flying_Robot is modeled by
         (up: boolean ,
          x, y: real ,
          vx, vy: real )

exemplar  r
initialization ensures

         r = ( false , 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0)

operation  Ascend ( updates  r: Flying_Robot)
requires  r.up = false
ensures   r = ( true , #r.x, #r.y, 0.0, 0.0)

operation  Descend ( updates  r: Flying_Robot)
requires  r.up = true and

               r.vx * r.vx + r.vy * r.vy < 1.0
ensures   r = ( false , #r.x, #r.y, 0.0, 0.0)

operation  Accelerate (
updates  r: Flying_Robot,
preserves  ax, ay, dt: Real)

requires  r.up = true
ensures   r.up = true and

               r.x = #r.x + #r.vx * dt +
                     ax * dt * dt / 2.0 and
               r.y = #r.y + #r.vy * dt +
                     ay * dt * dt / 2.0 and
               r.vx = #r.vx + ax * dt and
               r.vy = #r.vy + ay * dt

   ... other operations omitted for brevity ...

end  Flying_Robot_Template
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tions. As CS1/CS2 educators, should we not be doing this
modeling in the first place?

A possible objection to the validity of this example is that,
since this example is rooted in physics, mathematical mod-
eling and equations of motion are, of course, the right
approach to describing the component. But it is exactly
because of how effective mathematical modeling is in pro-
viding abstraction (as witnessed by this example) that we
should strive to use it to model components from other
domains as well.

5 Conclusions

It is not unusual to hear faculty complaining about the
inability of CS undergraduates to reason carefully and rigor-
ously. Faculty often are dismayed that this is the state of
affairs even among upper-level students. As CS1/CS2 edu-
cators, we might be part of the problem. When it comes to
programming, student habits are often well established by
the completion of CS2, at the latest. Do we, as educators,
provide CS1/CS2 students with appropriate “mental” tools?
Do we, for example, teach information hiding and abstrac-
tion so as to enhance students’ ability to think and reason
carefully and rigorously about programs, starting in CS1/
CS2?

It may seem that an approach based on mathematical mod-
eling and formal specifications is premature in CS1/CS2.
However, in our experience after four years of teaching this
approach, it is not. On exams, homeworks, and in-class
activities, students routinely trace through code that they
write or that we provide, proving that they have the appro-
priate conceptual model of the components used and that
they have a clear understanding of the behavior of the oper-
ations involved. It is not surprising that even beginning stu-
dents can do this for programs involving integers and other
scalar types for which the mathematical models are so well-
known that no one realizes theyare models. The key thing
is that CS1/CS2 students can do this for much more sophis-
ticated program types; they are not intimidated by mathe-
matical modeling in CS any more than in calculus or
physics.

Statement Object Values

object  r: Flying_Robot

r = (false,
     0.0, 0.0,
     0.0, 0.0)

Ascend (r)

r = (true,
     0.0, 0.0,
     0.0, 0.0)

Accelerate (r, 5.0, 10.0, 1.0)

r = (true,
     2.5, 5.0,
     5.0, 10.0)

A simple, informal experiment at the beginning of the third
quarter of our CS1/CS2 sequence gave us interesting and
positive results. We asked about 40 students to “draw a pic-
ture of the value” of a queue, a set, a partial map (like a
symbol table), and a list, given code fragments that con-
structed values of these types using the operations available
for each type. The overwhelming majority of the students
wrote down the correct mathematical model values of the
objects, even though we did not tell them which models to
use. It is important to note that the students had been
exposed to the client view of these components for the first
5 weeks of the previous course in the sequence, and had
seen or written at least one implementation for each of these
abstractions during the last 5 weeks of that course. Yet,
when asked to draw the values of the objects, no student
drew any implementation-related pictures or values.

Based on our experience, we are confident that real abstrac-
tion can be taught as early as CS1/CS2. For those worried
about the formal nature of what we are proposing, we have
found that by using innovative teaching techniques [2], a
wide variety of learning styles can be addressed adequately.
Students at this level may not yet be conscious of the power
of the ideas to which they are being exposed, but they can
use them successfully and comfortably.
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